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Troubador Publishing, United Kingdom, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. On the centenary of the Russian Revolution, When Snow Fell introduces us with
passion, touching charm and a dose of humour to three generations of a family who fled from the
horrors in Russia to Oxfordshire, England. When Snow Fell is an intimate story of an eccentric family
failing to cope with the UK in the 60s, having been accustomed to the glamour and extravagance of
Imperial Russia. Woven with vivid flashbacks to the turmoil in Russia, this is an emotional,
character-led account of a cultural clash. This book will appeal to fans of heartfelt family sagas with
a strong historical twist. In their Oxfordshire mansion, twins Anna and Antonina try to survive their
tempestuous family: their mother Valentina, extravagant financially and sexually; their
grandmother Countess Olga, faded in beauty, but shrewd and strong-willed. Money is running out
and Olga reluctantly decides to sell the Brodsky family treasure, the Ikon of the Virgin of Kazan. This
awakes an old Party leader s deep-seated grudge, and Vasily Voronov is sent from Moscow to
cultivate the Brodskys and to avenge past injustice. The ideologies of Vasily and the...
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ReviewsReviews

This written publication is wonderful. It really is loaded with knowledge and wisdom You will not really feel monotony at at any time of your time (that's
what catalogues are for relating to if you ask me).
-- Desmond Becker-- Desmond Becker

Absolutely essential go through publication. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You will not feel monotony at at any time of the
time (that's what catalogues are for regarding if you ask me).
-- Ambrose Thompson II-- Ambrose Thompson II
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